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FLORHAM PARK, N.J. — Glucose is the primary source of energy for humans, animals and plants. Now, a newly developed
formulation of glucose-based intravenous (IV) solutions can help improve glycemic control by better enabling the body to

absorb glucose when necessary, according to a press release from the American Diabetes Association. The glucose-based IV
solutions, called GI-111 and GI-111N, are intended for patients with diabetes needing therapy to improve blood sugar levels,
and the IV solution is combined with a specially formulated phosphate-containing electrolyte solution. Patients can use the

glucose-based solution as a replacement for current IV treatments with dextrose solutions, which can lead to acute and chronic
complications such as dehydration and hyperglycemia (high blood sugar levels). The American Diabetes Association (ADA) is
working with the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to develop GI-111 and

GI-111N, which are available only from research collaborators and approved medical providers. The working group includes
representatives from ADA and other organizations that focus on the treatment of diabetes. “This IV solution is not a cure for
diabetes. It’s meant to help treat a specific condition: when patients’ blood glucose levels need help. There are more than 2.2
million people in the U.S. with diabetes and more than 29 million with prediabetes,” said Ashley Finamore, director of the

ADA’s Glucose Control Program. “Glucose-based IV solutions have been shown to improve blood sugar levels in patients with
diabetes. With new delivery methods, we have the ability to provide patients the therapy they need at the same time they provide
calories.” Glycemic stability is the stability of a glucose-based IV solution in the bloodstream. An example of glycemic stability

is blood glucose level over time. GI-111 and GI-111N have a number of advantages over current 82157476af
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